The genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified hundreds of 15 susceptibility loci associated with autoimmune diseases. However, over 90% of risk 16 variants are located in the noncoding regions, leading to great challenges in 17 deciphering the underlying causal functional variants/genes and biological 18 mechanisms. Previous studies focused on developing new scoring method to 19 prioritize functional/disease-relevant variants. However, they principally 20 incorporated annotation data across all cells/tissues while omitted the cell-specific or 21 context-specific regulation. Moreover, limited analyses were performed to dissect the 22 detailed molecular regulatory circuits linking functional GWAS variants to disease 23 etiology. Here we devised a new analysis frame that incorporate hundreds of immune 24 cell-specific multi-omics data to prioritize functional noncoding susceptibility SNPs 25 with gene targets and further dissect their downstream molecular mechanisms and 26 clinical applications for 19 autoimmune diseases. Most prioritized SNPs have genetic 27 associations with transcription factors (TFs) binding, histone modification or 28 chromatin accessibility, indicating their allelic regulatory roles on target genes. Their 29 target genes were significantly enriched in immunologically related pathways and 30
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active transcription or enhancer) and 96 TFBS ( Figure 1a and Table S2 ). To evaluate Table S3 ).
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Integrative prediction of potential causal target genes on prioritized SNPs 153 To explore potential regulatory targets for 15,314 prioritized SNPs, we integrated 154 both cis-QTL association, 3D chromatin interaction and colocalization analysis from 155 over 30 blood cell types (Table S4 ). We predicted 367 high-confident target genes 156 regulated by 4,272 prioritized functional SNPs (Table S5 and [24] or caQTL [25] (Figure 2a ). To explore potential allelic regulatory mechanisms 164 linking 4,272 prioritized autoimmune SNPs to predicted gene targets, we firstly 165 performed motif analysis, and detected allele-specific binding motif on 2,603 SNPs 166 (Figure 2a ). We further analyzed multiple molecular QTL association (Table S7) SNPs compared with other methods 185 To further assess the performance of our epigenetic functional scoring, we compared 186 the functional support on multiple immune-cell associated regulatory evidence 187 between SNPs prioritized by our method and other five functional scoring methods 188 [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Table S15 summarized the main characteristics between our method and We firstly compared experimentally validated regulatory SNPs in mononuclear cells 197 [26], and detected substantially more validated SNPs by our method compared with 198 either FIRE, GWAS4D or IW-Scoring ( Figure 3b ). We also detected much more To evaluate the immunologically related functions on predicted target genes on 4,272   222 prioritized SNPs, we collected multiple immune-relevant functional datasets. We To further verify the immunological roles for predicted target genes, we performed 240 functional enrichment analysis. We found that the predicted target genes are 241 significantly enriched in multiple immunologically related pathways ( Figure 4b ). We 242 also detected significant enrichment for other immunologically related genes from 243 different functional datasets (IMPC, OMIM, DisGeNET) and SMR causal genes and 244 expressed genes on blood cell types on predicted target genes (Fisher's exact test, FC: 245 1.8 ~ 11.1, P: 4.74×10 -6 ~ 6.96×10 -151 , Figure 4c ). We further compared tissue- Figure 4d ) on predicted target genes, which also showed the largest 249 10 number of tissue-specifically expressed genes ( Figure 4d ). Altogether, these analyses 250 revealed extensive enrichment of immunologically related functions for target genes, 251 supporting the credibility of our target gene prediction. Figure 5a and Table S11 ). To explore potential regulatory targets on prioritized TFs, 293 we considered three possible TF-gene regulatory models ( Figure 6b ), including (1) 294 local model: TFs directly bind to target gene promoter to mediate gene expression,
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(2) distal model: TFs bind to distal enhancers to regulate target gene expression via CTCF had the most regulatory target genes (Table S11) Analyzing potential clinical applications on target genes 313 To explore potential clinical implications on predicted target genes, we firstly 314 investigated all approved or experimental drug targets with known indications. We Table   318 S12), implying the extensive therapeutic implications on predicted target genes. The Table S13 ). In comparison with all genome genes, our predicted target genes (Table S15) In conclusion, we performed comprehensive functional genetic analysis for 19 471 autoimmune diseases. We hope that our unique resource may help accelerate the 472 translation from GWASs findings into biologically and clinically useful insights 473 underlying autoimmune diseases pathogenies. Figure S1 ). For each epigenetic category (HMM-15, histone modification, DHS, 527 TFBS), we adopted an accumulative quantitative score system using fold enrichment QTL association with prioritized SNPs from at least two cis-QTL datasets were 590 considered to support the co-localization. Table S15 . Comparison between fnGWAS and other representative scoring approaches
